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Percolation [1] Is a unifying concept that can be applied to many macroscopic 
and microscopic phenomena showing a critical behaviour in cluster distributions. The physical 
picture supporting the use in nuclear reactions is the following : Before the collision, 
all the nucléons of the target are bond, forming a unique "percolation cluster". During the 
collision, the Intranuclear cascade develops inside the target, changing the position and 
the momenta of the nucléons. The nucléons that remain in the nuclear volume form randomly 
one or many clusters (prefragments). Their number and size depend on the violence of the 
collision (number of emptied sites or broken bonds). The prefragments separate because 
at the fermi momentum and Coulomb repulsion, and decay by evaporation leaving the observed 
fragments. The model Is governed by a single parameter 0 £ p * l which defines the fraction 
of emptied sites or broken bonds, and shows a critical behaviour at same value p where the 
cluster size distributions change drastically. e 

The works of refs.[2-*t) are realizations of the percolation approach to nuclear 
collisions. In ref.[2] the multifragmentation regime is described as a 1-dimension bond perco
lation problem. Bauer et al.[3] have studied the 3-dimension bond percolation using a cubic 
lattice. The work of ref.[U] introduces a continuous (no lattice) 3-dimenslons phase space 
(real and momentum spaces) percolation. These models show behaviours qualitatively similar 
to those of standard percolation models. The main difference concerns fir.ite size effects 
that reduce the sharpness of the transition around p . The main characteristics are : 

a) The size (mass) distribution of fragments is U-shaped for p > P , a power law A" at 
p = p , decaying exponentially for p < p . This evolution has also been studied for finite 
systems in ref.[5]. c 

b) The critical exponent T depends on the dimension of the space, but lit le on details 
of the model. In 3-dimensions, "C^-2.2. 

c) The size of the largest fragment produced per event is A t p.A- . for p > p , 

dropping rapidly to zero for p < p . 

d) The mean number of fragments A i, k produced per event is < N > s 1 for p > p , 
increasing suddenly for p <, p . 

Characteristics a)-d) are founded experimentally in energetic collisions. One 
observes that the mass distribution of nuclear fragments depends strongly on the violence 
of the collision [6,7]. In "gentle" collisions (characterized for instance by low fast protons 
multiplicity) one produces a rather symmetric U-shape mass (charge) distribution (for fissile 
targets, also A-/2 fragments are present). In "violent" collisions (high fast protons multi
plicity) only light and medium mass fragments A^.A-./3 are observed. The transition between 
the two regimes seems to take place rather suddenly , in the sense that there Is not an interme
diate regime in which medium light and medium heavy fragments are simultaneously produced, 
although this is allowed by charge (mass) conservation and by energy balance. The measured 
values of X are in agreement with the predictions [4]. Characteristics c) and d) have also 
been observed in energetic Au-emulsion reactions [7]. 
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